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Let X be a semimartingale, perturbed by a process V of bounded variation, but with completely arbitrary meas- 
urabihty properties. We prove that if V is twice continuously differentiable such that its second derivative is Holder 
continuous of order o> f, then the perturbed process Xf V possesses occupation densities which are continuous 
under usual circumstances. 
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Introduction 
Let X be a real valued continuous semimartingale indexed by the unit interval. Assume M 
is the continuous martingale part of X, A its component of bounded variation. It is well 
known that X possesses occupation densities, provided the time of occupation is measured 
in the natural scale given by the measure induced by the quadratic variation of M on the 
Bore1 sets of the unit interval. Now suppose we perturb X by a process V, in other words 
we consider the process Xf V. The oscillation strength of M alone is responsible for a 
sufficiently smooth distribution of the places occupied by the samples to make occupation 
densities of X exist and even behave continuously. Of course, if we allow V to be of the 
same order of oscillation strength as M, it is not hard to imagine that the erratic behavior of 
M may be smoothed out, a fact which prevents occupation densities to exist. However, if V 
is of bounded variation, intuition tells us that its oscillation is not strong enough to follow 
the wild samples of M, so that existence of occupation densities is preserved in this pertur- 
bation. Indeed, the beautiful theory of local times of semimartingales pun around Tanaka’s 
formula rather easily explains that in case V is adapted, the expected behavior really occurs 
(see Yor [ 161, AzCma and Yor [ 11, for example). But what if Vmay anticipate the behavior 
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of X? Apart from a few remarks concerning the non-stochastic case (see Geman and 
Horowitz [ 5, p. IS] ) there seem to be no general results. 
In this paper we try to give a first answer to the perturbation problem by possibly 
anticipating processes. Indeed, our methods allow for any measurability properties of V. 
The price we have to pay consists, as usual, in additional smoothness properties. We prove 
that if V is twice continuously differentiable such that the second derivative is still Hiilder 
continuous of some order a> $, then X+ V possesses occupation densities (Theorem 2) 
which are continuous provided the measure d(A + V) does not charge level sets of the 
process (Theorem 3). 
Our method mainly rests upon using the full power of norm inequalities for local times 
as exposed in the paper of Barlow and Yor [ 21. Of course, if V is not adapted, the perturbed 
process is not a semimartingale any longer. In the first part we therefore forget about the 
stochastic nature of the perturbation and consider, for V fix and deterministic, the process 
X+ V which now is a semimartingale again. It therefore possesses a local time L( V, y, t), 
y E W, t E [ 0, 1 ] The door through which we plan to bring back in the stochasticity of V is 
opened by considering L as a function of V and 4’. We prove that L is continuous in 
( V, y. t) provided Vvaries in a not too large space of functions of bounded variation. Indeed, 
the space of twice continuously differentiable functions the second derivative of which is 
still Hiilder continuous proves to be small enough (Theorem 1). This theorem even provides 
a uniform modulus of continuity for L. Its proof rests upon a generalization of Kolmogorov’s 
continuity criterion by means of metric entropy techniques. We mainly have to be able to 
lay a hand upon the minimal number of balls of small radius 6 needed to cover the metric 
space in which our parameter V runs. After this has been performed, reinstituting V into its 
stochastic environment is not a difficult matter any more. 
It should be mentioned that the method just sketched appears rough from one point of 
view: the subspace of the space of functions of bounded variation on which we prove 
continuity is chosen without any reference to the actual distribution of V. Using ideas of 
Talagrand [ 1.51 which produce more sensitive continuity criteria, in particular take into 
account local variations in the range of Vcaused by its distribution, could lead to results for 
perturbations on different, or even larger, ranges. 
Preliminaries and notations 
In this paper we exclusively deal with stochastic processes defined on a fixed probability 
space ( 0, 9, P), and, as far as adaptedness is concerned, we tacitly assume a filtration in 
.!F to be given, which, however, will play no explicit role. If X is a continuous semimartin- 
gale, we denote by [M] the quadratic variation of its canonical continuous martingale part, 
and by ) A 1 the absolute variation of its canonical process of bounded variation. On the 
spaces Lp( 0, 9, P) , p >, 1, p-norms are denoted by )I . )lp, whereas the symbol 1) . /Ia is 
reserved for the sup norm on C( [ 0, 1 ] ) , the space of all continuous functions on the unit 
interval. 
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1. A parametrized family of local times 
Let X be a continuous semimartingale. For simplicity, we assume X,, = 0. Suppose that X 
decomposes canonically into a continuous martingale part A4 and a continuous process A of 
bounded variation. Clearly, M,, =A0 = 0. Finally, the following condition will be assumed 
to hold until further notice in this section. It will not restrict generality in our main results, 
since by stopping X when [M] “2 + IA ( exceeds an arbitrary bound, it can always be put 
in force. Suppose that there is a constant co such that for all p > 1, 
II [Ml I” + IA I I It,, <co. (1) 
This is the case if, for example, X is a diffusion with bounded coefficients. In this section 
we will perturb X by a deterministic process V of bounded variation. More precisely, we let 
B = ( V: V is a continuous function of bounded variation on [ 0, 11, V,, = 0) . 
We then consider, for VE B, the process 
q(v)=x+v. 
cp( V) is a continuous semimartingale. As such it is well known to possess occupation 
densities denoted by L( V, , . ). L can be represented in Tanaka’s formula as follows. For 
YEW, TV [0, I], we have 
(q(V), -y>+ -(-Y)+ 
I 
= I 1 rq(v),>?) dp(V), + $(I’, y, t) 
0 
f 
= I 1 lPP(V),>>‘) w.q + ’ I lcpcw,>I., d(A + VI, + MV, y, t> . 
il 0 
(2) 
For VEB,yEW, tE [0, I], let us denote 
K(V, Y, t> = l(ro(v),>,~t d(A + V>, + tL(V, y, t) . 
0 
We know that L( V, , . ) may be chosen continuous in t, right continuous in y (see for 
example Y or [ 16, p. 281). The question we will face in this section is: under which 
restrictions on V is the mapping 
(V, Y, t> + K( v, Y> t) 
a.s. continuous? To attack this problem we will start with moment inequalities for the 
mapping. These will be collected in an exponential inequality which allows us to use a 
generalization of Kolmogorov’s continuity criterion using ideas of metric entropy. That K 
possesses at least a separable version will be a consequence of the following moment 
inequalities as well. We first investigate the variation of K in y, uniformly in t, for which 
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we mainly have to quote a result of Barlow, Yor [ 2, p. 2121. This paper will be the relevant 
source of all semimartingale moment inequalities we will need. 
Proposition 1. These exists a constant c such that for p > 2, VE B, y, z E W, we have 
I/ 
P 
sup jK(V,y,t)-K(V,z,t)j fc”p3’4~)y-z~~‘2(1+~vJI)p’*. 
tElO,ll P 
Proof. Let us denote the stochastic integral part of K by 
The result of Barlow and Yor quoted above then implies that there are constants c,, c2 such 
that for p 2 2, 
II II 
P 
sup (Y; -ry ( <c:‘p”+ Iy-z(““1( [Ml ;‘* + (A+ V(, ]I;” 
r~to,ll P 
<c;p”‘4p]y-z]p’2(1+ )V],)P’? 
For the last inequality we have also made use of ( 1) . The treatment of the remaining part 
of K is trivial, since 
sup l(cp(v)t-Y)+ - ~-y)+-~(cp~v),-z~+-~-z~+ll~~2Y-~l~ 
fE [O,l] 
The desired inequality readily follows. 0 
Let us next estimate the variation of K in V, uniformly in t. Since for this case the relevant 
inequalities of Barlow and Yor [ 21 do not give constants detailed enough for our purposes, 
we have to go into some arguments of their proofs. 
Proposition 2. There exists a constant c such that for p > 2, U, VE B, y E W we haue 
II 
sup IK(U, y, t) -K(V, y, t)] =cc~~~‘~“~~V-U(~~‘~( 1 + I UI, A I VI ,)p’2. 
t= LO.11 
Proof. Assume ( VI I 6 ] U ( r . Let us denote the stochastic integral part of K this time by 
The essential estimate in Barlow and Yor [ 2, p. 2181 (see also p. 207), provides a constant 
c, such that for p > 2, 
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Here 
L”( V) = sup L( v, y) 
YE w 
Corollary (5.2.2) of the quoted paper presents an estimate for the p-norms of L*( V). There 
are constants c2, . ., c5 such that 
IIL*(v>ll, p’2 <cQ+“*lJMT + IAl, + 1 VI, II;‘* 
~~pp~‘*[c~p~‘~))[M]t’~))~‘~+)) ]A],]];‘2+]V]F;‘2] 
<c’;J?P( 1 + (VI ,)“‘” . 
Summarizing, we find a constant c6 such that 
II 
sup ]YY- YY] ~~‘~1’5i4~llU-v,IP/2(1+ )U],A IV],)“‘? 
rE[O,i] /I P 
The remaining part of K again has a trivial contribution, since 
sup I (dV),-Y4’)+ - (dW,-4’1 G lI~-vIl~. 
fE [al] 
This finishes the proof. q 
Let us finally combine the two results just obtained. 
Proposition 3. There exists a constant c such that for p > 2, U, VE B, y, 2 E W, we ham 
II /I 
I’ 
sup IK(fJ,y,t)-K(V,z,t)I 
rE[O,ll P 
~c~~~‘~~(~)U-VJ~~‘~+~y-ZJ~‘~)~(1+~CIJ,A)VJ,)~’~. 
Proof. Combine Propositions 1 and 2. q 
The inequalities of Proposition 3 can be taken together to yield the following exponential 
inequality. 
Proposition 4. For x > 0 let 
Q(x) zexp(x4’5) _ 1 _x4/5 _ ix”“, 
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For r>Q let 
B,=(VEB: (VI, Gr), 
There exists a constant a, such that with the metric 
d,((U,y), (v,z))=a,(IIU-V)~~‘2+))‘-2)“2) 
on B,X W we hate the inequality 
E@ 
( CL 
sup IK(U,Y,f)-K(V,z,t)I I/ [4((U,Y)> (V, z>)l <I rE [RI 1 11 
for all U, VE B,, y, 2 E W. 
Proof. Proposition 3 implies that there exists a constant c such that for U, VE B,, y, z E w, 
p>3, 
/I 
sup IK(U, y, t> -K(V, z, t) j4’S ” 
fE to.1 I /I I’ 
~~‘~(~p)“(IILI-VJJ~‘2+)4’-z1”~)4’””(1+r)2’9”. 
Hence for any constant a,, 
li[ 
4/s p 
sup IK(U,y,t)-K(V,z,t)(ld,((U, Y), (v,z)) 
fE [O,ll 1 I/ P 
<[(4~(l+r)~‘~)l(5a~“)]~p~‘. 
Abbreviating 
and summing up over all p > 3 we obtain 
E @ (( sup lK(U, Y, t) -K(V, z, t) Ild,((U, y), (V, z)) r= IO,‘1 
(3) 
Now the quotient criterion for the convergence of infinite series shows that the right hand 
side of (3) converges for c, < 1 le. For a, big enough we obtain the desired inequality. 0 
Which conclusions can be drawn from Proposition 4 concerning the continuity of the 
field K? We cannot show that K is a.s. continuous on the whole of B X W X [ 0, I]. We have 
to restrict K to smaller subsets of B X W X [ 0, 1 ] and, to be able to apply the appropriate 
version of Kolmogorov’s continuity criterion, provide some estimates for covering numbers 
of these metric spaces. For 0 < a, r let 
47 
B,,,. = VE B: V is twice continuously differentiable and 
(IVII, + (IV’II% + (IV”(IX + sup IV:‘-V:‘Illlt-s(“Gr . 
\.,E(0,1,.aft > 
For any totally bounded metric space (S, d), .Y> 0, denote by N”.“( E) the minimal number 
of balls of radius E needed to cover S. In case it is clear from the context which metric space 
we are dealing with, the superscript S, d may be omitted. The following estimate of N( E) 
for the metric space B,,,, endowed with the metric induced by I( . [I-n is crucial for the whole 
paper. Its finite-dimensional generalization is due to Kolmogorov [ lo]. For a proof see 
Dudley [ 4, pp. 5 I-541, where the 2 + a of this paper becomes an N. 
Proposition 5. Let 0 < (Y, r be given. Endow B,,, with the metric induced by 11 . (1%. Then 
there are constants c,, c2 such that 
exp(c, & -“(‘+l”)) <N(r) <cxp(cZE-“(Ztn)) . 0 
The metric space we are ultimately interested in emerges in Proposition 4. But it is an 
easy matter to extend the results just obtained to the spaces B,,,X [ - 1, 21 provided with 
the metric induced by some multiple of 1) . 11;” + ) ’ ) I’?. 
Proposition 6. Let 0 < CY, r, a, I be giren. Endow B,,,, X [ - 1, I] with the metric induced by 
a( II . II A” + 1 . ) “2). Then there exist constants c,, c2 such that 
q(c, 6 -1”2i-rr’) <N(F) <exp(c2t‘~“‘Zt”r)) 
Proof. Not to confuse the reader with the various metric spaces to be considered, we have 
to introduce some abbreviations. Let S = B,.,, T= [ - I, I]. On S, consider the metrics d,, 
induced by a (I * (I A”, and d2, induced by II . (lx. On T, consider d3, induced by a ( . ( I’*, and 
d,, induced by I I. We know from Proposition 5 that there are constants c3, c, such that 
cxp(c,s -I/tZ+a)) <NS.dyE) <exp(c,E-I/~2+cr’) 
Moreover, trivially 
21/~<N~,“‘(&) <21/E+ 1 . 
Next observe that every &‘/a’-ball with respect to d2 is an E-ball with respect to d,, and 
vice versa. An analogous statement holds for d3, d4. Consequently 
N”.dl(E) +,“.d’(E2/a2) , Nrd’(E) =NT,dd(c*/a2) 
Using all these inequalities, we finally obtain 
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exp(w 2/(2+-a) E -r'c2+U'+1n(21a2/e2)) 
~NS.d?(~2/a2)NT,dq(~2/a2) 
= N .%,I ( E)j,, 7.9 E) 
<N(E) 
~exp(c,(2a)2”2+“‘~-2”2+a)+1n(41a2/62+ 1)) . 
Note that by eventually altering cj, cq appropriately, we obtain the desired estimates. 0 
What we actually need for establishing continuity of K is an integrability criterion for the 
function 
discussed in the following proposition. 
Proposition 7. In the situation of Proposition 6 let D be the diameter of B,,,X [ - 1,1] with 
respect to the metric induced by a( 11 11 k” + 1 1 “2). Let 
Q(~) =exp(X4’“) _ 1 _xJ/s_ $8’5 
for x > 0. Then @ is a bijection and 
F+ @-‘(N(E)) is integrable on [0, D] , 
ifcf> f. 
Proof. First observe that by definition of B,,, X [ - 1, 11, D is finite. Since N is decreasing 
in E and is finite as well as C’, we only have to prove that c--) CD-’ (N( E)) is integrable 
on [ 0, q] for some appropriate q > 0. With this in mind let us now give a rather rough 
estimate for Cp - ‘. For x > 1 let 
!iqx) = (21nx)s’4. 
Then there obviously exists xc, > 0 such that for all x > xg we have 
@(~(x))=x2-1-21nx-2(lnx)2)/x=@(@-’(x)). 
But since @ is strictly increasing on W +, this means that for x > x0, 
Q-‘(x) < !P(x) . 
Let q > 0 be such that N(q) > x0. Then for 0 ,< E,< q we have 
~-‘(N(E))~~(N(E))<[c~F-*“~+~)]~‘~. 
Here we have applied Proposition 6, with the constant c? provided there. Hence 
6” @-‘(N(E)) 
is integrable on [ 0, q] , if lO/ (4( 2 + (w) ) < 1, which is satisfied for (Y > a. This completes 
the proof. 0 
We are ready to state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 1. Let 1 < cr < 1, r, I> 0. Let d be the metric induced by I( )I “* + ( ( “* on 
B,,, X [ - 1, 13. Then there exists a random variable (ea.r,, such that 
sup IK(U, y, f) -K(V, Z, t) ( <&.,,1d((U, y), (V, z))“~-“‘~“+~’ 
It 10.11 
for (u, y), ( V, z) E B,,, X [ - 1. I]. In particular, K, restricted to B,,, X W X [ 0, I] X 0, 
possesses a continuous version. 
Proof. We mainly apply the metric entropy results we obtained to the problem of the 
continuity of stochastic processes. The underlying technique has been developed by quite 
a number of people. Its main idea, present in the derivation of the uniform modulus of 
continuity for Brownian paths by P. Levy, has been matured and generalized to a wide 
variety of situations by Dudley [ 31, Hahn [ 61, Kono [ 11 I, Ibragimov [ 81, Pisier [ 131 and 
many others (see Ledoux and Talagrand [ 121) Here we apply the version as presented in 
Ledoux, Talagrand [ 12, pp. 299-3021. Abbreviate S, = B,,, X [ - 1, /J . Observe that by 
definition, 
where B, was defined in Proposition 4. This proposition yields a constant a, such that, if S, 
is endowed with the metric 
d,( ( U, y), ( V, Z) ) = a,( I( U- VII k” + Iy-zy7, (cr,y). (V,?.)ES)> 
the inequality 
E @ SUP IK(Cr,y,t)-K(V,z,t)Ild,(((/,y), (V,z)) 
( I I) <I It [O.l 1 
holds for all (U, v), (V, z) E SP Moreover, the proof of Proposition 7 implies that for 
D>,d>O we have 
d d 
I 
@-‘(N(F)) d&G 
I 
CC*& 
-2/(2+~7))5/4& 
0 0 
=c;‘42(2+CU)/(2a- l)d(2w-1)/2(2+a1 
Consequently, the generalization of the lemma of Garsia, Rodemich and Rumsey to metric 
spaces developed by Heinkel [ 71, Preston [ 141 (see Ledoux and Talagrand [ 12, pp. 3 10, 
330]), yields an integrable random variable <n,r., such that for any ( U, y), ( V, z) E S, we 
have 
sup IK(U,v, t) -K(V, z, t) 1 <&$f( (U, y), (V, Z))‘2n-‘)‘2(2+cT) ,
fE l0.l ] 
as desired. 0 
2. Occupation densities of perturbed continuous semimartingales 
We have assembled enough knowledge on metric spaces on which K is sample continuous. 
Let V be any process taking its values in the union of these metric spaces. In particular we 
require no adaptedness conditions on V whatsoever. We will now prove that then cp( V) 
possesses occupation densities, which are continuous under similar conditions as for adapted 
perturbations with bounded variation. We start by giving a more abstract version of Prop- 
osition 13 of [ 91. 
Proposition 8. Let (S, d) be a separable metric spuce, ( Y(x) : x E S) a family of continuous 
semimartingules, measurable in (x, t, w) ES X 52 X 0, which f@lls the following condi- 
tions: 
(i) (t, x) --) Y,(x) is continuous P-a.s.; 
(ii) x--f [ Y(x) ] is continuous P-a.s. as a map from S to the space offfnite measures on 
the Bore1 sets ofthe unit interoal endowed with the weak topology; 
(iii) there are meusurable functions K, H:SxWx[O, 11x0-R such that 
(KfH)(X, ., . . ) is an occupation density of Y(x) P-a.s., K is continuous P-as., 
x + H(x, y, dt, ) dy is continuous P-as. as a mup,from S to the space qf signed measures 
on the Bore1 sets of W X [ 0, 1 ] with the weak topology. 
Then for P-a.e. WE R the following two statements hold: 
(iv) (K + H) (x, , . . w) is an occupation density of Y(x) ( co) for ull x E S; 
(v) K(x, .> ., 0) is continuous,for all x E S. 
Proof. Use (i) to choose a measurable set 0, c R such that P( R,.) = 1 and such that 
(t, x) --f Y,(x) ( w) is continuous for all 0 E K&, 
Next, using (ii), choose a 1 -set 0, ylc c 0 such that for w E 0, vlc we have 
I 
x + 
I 
9(s) [Y(x) J (w) (ds) is continuous for all $E C( [ 0, I] ) . 
0 
Moreover, use the last two statements of (iii) to choose a l-set G,, CR such that for 
w E fl,,, 
51 
K( ., ., ., w) is continuous, 
I-+ 
I 
$(y, s)H(x, y, ds, w) dy is continuous for all WE Ct,( w) . 
w 
Finally, the first statement of (iii) yields, for each x E S, a measurable set L2, C f2 of measure 
1 such that for all w E &I,., 
(K+H) (~3 . , . , w) is an occupation density of Y(x) (w) . 
Due to the separability of (S, d), we may choose a countable dense set CCS. Define 
Q,=fly~nfl,.,,.nfl, n fI 0,. 
,tc 
By definition Q, is still a set of measure 1. We will now prove that for all w E 0, (iv) and 
(v) hold. Fix WE Q,. Since w E I&,., (v) trivially holds. To prove (iv), we have to establish 
the following set of equations 
(K+W(x,y> ds, w)+(Y> s> &= I cL(Y,(x)(w), s>[Y(x)l(w)(ds> 7 
RX [().I 1 0 
for all XE& t,bEc,(&?X [0, 11). To this end, fix XES, IC,EC,,(WX [0, 11). Choose a 
sequence (x”) ,, G N in C such that x” +x. By (iii) and since w E n,, &,, we know that 
I (K+H)(x", y, ds, o)t,Ky. s) dy= $(Y,(x”)(w), s)[Y(.x”)l(w)(ds) 
w x ro, I J 0 
for all n E IN. It is therefore sufficient to prove the following statements: 
I 
K(x”, y, ds, w) $(Y, ~1 dy + 
i 
K(x. y> ds, ~1 $(Y> s> dy > (4) 
RX (0.1, WX[O,l] 
I 
ff(x’*, Y, d-s, ~1 ccl(y, s> dy --j 
I 
H(x, Y, ds, ~1 KY> .y> dy 3 (5) 
RX [().I I WX[O.lJ 
I I 
cL(K(x”)(~)> s) IY(x”>l (o>(ds) --f ccI(Y,(x)(o)> s)[Y(x)l(w)(ds), 
0 0 
(6) 
as IZ + 5~. Since WE &., (4) follows from dominated convergence, (5) directly from the 
definition and hypothesis. Since w E L?,., 
p’l:[O, I]+W, ~+~(Y,(x”)(~), s) 
is continuous on [ 0, I], and converges to 
p:]O, 11 *R S-,ccI(Y~(~)(~), 31, 
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which is continuous on [0, I] as well. Since w E 0, ylc and .I?‘+ x, the family of Borel 
measures 
is tight. Hence as n + m the following two statements hold: 
p”(s>[Y(x”)l(w)(ds)- p(s)[Y(x”)l(w)(ds)-tO, I 
0 0 
I p(s)[Y(x")l(w)(ds)- ds)lY(x)l(~)(ds)-tO. I 
0 0 
These together imply the final statement (6) which finishes the proof. 0 
Proposition 8 is clearly applicable in the situation encountered in the preceding section. 
Corollary 1. Let 1~ a < 1, r> 0 be &en. Suppose that ( 1) is fulfilled. Then for P-a.e. 
WE R the following two statements hold: for all VE B,,,, 
(i) 2[K(V, ., ., 0) -JO l,co~“NO,> .I d(A( w) + V), is an occupation density of 
cp(V)(w); 
(ii) K(V, ., *, 0) is continuous. 
Proof. First of all, B,., X W, endowed with the metric induced by some constant multiple of 
I( . IIY’ + 1 . ( 1’2, is separable. By the very definition, 
(V, r) -3 cp( V), is P-a.s. continuous 
Moreover, [ cp( V) J = [M] does not depend on V at all, and is a finite measure on the Bore1 
sets of the unit interval, P-as., by ( 1). So (i) and (ii) of Proposition 8 check out easily. 
To show (iii), we have to let 
H(V,y,ds, w)= -2.11.(vJ5(wj>\‘1 dA(w)+V),, 
( V, y, w) E B X w X 0. Now consider a continuous function tj on W X [ 0, 1 ] with compact 
support and define 
p(z, $1 = 
f 
9(x, s) dx, ZEW, sE[O, 11 . 
-m 
Then p E C,,( W X [ 0, I] ) . By continuity of cp( V), it is enough to show that 
V-, H(v,~, ds, .)q!i(y, s) d.v= -2 
I 
p(cp(V).,, s) d(A+-), 
w 0 
is P-as. continuous. To check this, we need essentially the same argument as at the end of 
the proof of Proposition 8. It is crucial to observe that 
V-,dV 
is a continuous mapping on B,.,, endowed with the metric induced by 1) . IJz. But this follows 
from the definition. A final appeal to Theorem 1 shows that Proposition 8 is applicable. 
This had to be proved. 0 
We are ready to state our main result on the existence of occupation densities of perturbed 
continuous semimartingales. 
Theorem 2. Let f < (Y < 1, V a measurable stochastic process the samples of which are 
twice continuously differentiable such that the second derirlatiue is Hiilder continuous of 
order (Y. Then the process 
processes an occupation density. For P-a.e. w E 0 it is gken by 
2 I K(V(W), ., ., WI- I l(p(“),,w)>.) dA($_V),(w) 1 
and satkfies 
K(V(w), ., .’ w) is continuous, 
Proof. By localization, we may assume that ( I ) is satisfied. For n E N define 
B, = B,,,, > A,,=(o~n: V(OJ)EB,,}. 
Then A,, is measurable and by hypothesis on V, we have 
A,?fl. 
Corollary I allows to conclude that for any n E N the two assertions hold for P-a.e. w EA,,. 
Therefore, the problem that remains to face is very simple. We have to remove a set of 
measure 0 from each A,,. On the resulting complement which is a set of measure 1, the 
desired statements hold true. 0 
In our final theorem we give conditions under which the occupation densities obtained 
are continuous. They are just the same as in the classical case of martingales perturbed by 
an adapted process of bounded variation (Yor [ 16, p. 321). 
Theorem 3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2 be gillen. Suppose that for P-a.e. o E Q 
we haise 
d(A + V) (w) is absolutely continuous with respect to d[ M] (u) 
Then cp( V) possesses a continuous occupation density. 
Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 2, we have to verify that for P-a.e. w E 0 the function 
is continuous. But since occupation densities exist, 
does not charge level sets of cp( V) ( w) for P-a.e. u E 0. Therefore, by hypothesis, for P- 
a.e. w E R level sets are not charged by d(A + V) (0). This implies the asserted continu- 
ity. 0 
Remark. The argument we used to prove existence and continuity of occupation densities 
of perturbed semimartingales actually appears rather rough from one aspect. The use of the 
generalization of Kolmogorov’s continuity criterion by metric entropy techniques implicitly 
takes into account that every part of the metric spaces B,,, has equal rights, independent of 
whether Vis likely to take its values there or not. Local variations inherent in the distribution 
of V in B are ignored. Yet, for any individual V E B, q( V) still has good occupation densities. 
But as we pass to the ‘collective’ continuous behavior of K, we do not care whether the 
individuals disregarded are highly likely or even belong to a set of measure 0. This could 
possibly be circumvented by being more cautious with studying continuity: just let the 
underlying probability measure decide which parts of B to emphasize resp. to suppress. The 
latter concept seems to be one of the main ideas behind parts of Talagrand’s [ 151 paper 
(see pp. 2,3 there). It is very likely that by using Talagrand’s more sophisticated continuity 
criteria one could improve the results obtained here. A precise investigation of the ‘inter- 
action’ of X and V in case of the Wiener space would probably require some Malliavin 
calculus. 
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